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L. Introduction
Laser diodes (LDs) operating up to high

temperature with high reliability are required in the low-
cost optical modules used in access networks, such as
fiber to the home or the curb []. These LDs are also
required to have low-loss coupling to an optical fiber and
a planer lightwave circuit (PLC) without -lenses 

as well
as larg_e alignment tolerance in assembling the modules.
Several_ investigations have produced such LDs by
monolithically integrating the spot-size converter. Here,
the spot-size of the oscillating light is expanded to match
those o!_the optical fiber and the PLC t2l-t51.We have developed a spot-size converter
integrated LD (SS-LD) in which the spot-size converter is
butt-jointed to the lasing active region [6]. With this
structure, the active and spot-size converter regions are
independently- optimized for high-temperature lasing
operation and low-loss coupling to the fiber and
waveguide respectively.

- In- tlis paper we report the high temperature
characteristics for the SS-LD.
2. SS-LD structure

The structure of the 1.3-pm SS-LD is shown in
fig. t. .A taper-layer in the SS region is butt-jointed to
the active layer [7]. The active layer consists of a
compressively strained multi-quantum-well (MeW)
structure with eight wells in order to increase the
maximum operation temperature effectively [8]. A strain
of l.2vo is introduced to the 6-nm-thick hiGaesp wells.
Thetand-gap wavelength of the barriers and the separate-
confinement heterostructure (SCH) are both l.l pm.
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Fig. I Schematic structure of a 1.3-pm
spot-size-converter integrated laser.

The taper layer consists of a 1.l-pm-bandgap bulk layer
which has very low loss for a 1.3-pm oscifiaiing lighi in
the active--luygt. The taper-layer thickness chinges
exponentia_lly _from_O.3-pm at the butt-joint portion-to
0.l-:ttT at-the front facet. This change eff6ctiveiy reduces
radiation loss in the SS region. jhe peak-wivelength
{rom pl9ro-photoluminescence (PL) thanges sligh-tly
from 1.13 pm to 1.09 pm in this taper layer.

The device is fabricate.l Uy 2-inch full-wafer
processes using five MOVPE growth steps. A vertical-
taper Juyg structure is formed by a sele-ctive butt-joint
-growJ\ [6]. During this glowth process rhe taper layer is
butt-jointed to the active layer. 

- 
The BH mesi is formed

9y_Cfto + H?dry etching and is buried by p- and n-type
InP current blocking layers. A buffer layer is inseitld
between the side wall of .the dry-etched niesa and the p-
InP bloc\ilg layer to elimina{e Zn diffusion [9]. The
surface of the device is perfectly flat except for th-e slight
step of less than 0.2 pm above the mesa structure. ttre
length of the active and SS regions are both 300 pm. The
device is high-reflection coated (reflectivity:95io) at the
rear facet.
3. High temperature characteristics

The temperature dependence of the current to light
gytpul ch_aracteristics in the SS-LD is shown in Fig12.
Threshold current (16) and driving current at lO--mW
output-power (It O-w) are 5.6 mA and 30.5 mA
respectively at 25oC and 15.8 mA and 51.7 mA
fg.spectively3llJ'c. The maximum operation temperature(T-*) of 134oC is achieved.

Temperature ("C)= ,r4tr' g5

Fig. z.remperatu* o#'i3,liJTfl"rr"t to light
output characteristics up to 134"C for tli-e SS-LD.

These characteristics are also measured in a LD without a
SS region as shown in Fig. 3. Here, 16 and I19.W are
3.9 mA and24 mA respectively at25"C and 12.4'mA and
40.0 mA respectively at 85oC. And T-* is l40oC.
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The characteristic temperature of the threshold current T9
between 25 and 85oC for the LDs with and without SS
regions are 57 K and 52 K respectively (Fig. 4).
Concerning the temperature characteristics of T.u* and
Tg, en influence due to integrating the SS region into the
LD is sufflciently s■ 1(■1.
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Reliability of the SS-LD for access networks needs
to be confirmed at high temperature. Figure 6 shows
aging-test results for 10 samples operating at 60oC under
constant power of l0 mW. No large increase in the driving
current can be observed up to 104 hours of operation.
During long-term operation, T0 and FFPs are nearly
constant [10]. By linear extrapolating the degrading
trend with the failure criterion set at a30%o increase in the
initial operation current, the median life was estimated to
be more than 105 hours at a constant power of l0 mW
and 60'C. These results show that the SS-LD can be
ap_pliqq in access network applications which require high
reliability up to high temperature.
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「Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of current to

light output characteristics up to 140oC
for the LD without a SS region.
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Fig. 4. Characteristic temperature of threshold current Tg
for LDs with and without a SS region.

The optical coupling loss between the SS-LD and
a dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) is 1.5 dB at 10-mW
output and 25"C. The temperature dependence of the
coupling loss is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure stable
coupling loss around 1.5 dB is confirmed at the
temperature range from 25 to 85oC.
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Fig. 6. Aging test up to 104 hours at 60 oC

under a constant output power of l0 mW.

5. Summary
- ,L 3-pm SS-LDs have been successfully fabricated
b-y butt-joint integration. Good high-t6mperature
characteristics are demonstrated for thiesholdcurrent,
gqQql power,- and coupling. Long-term stability for the
SS-LDs was also confirmed.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence up to 85oC of coupling
loss to DSF.
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